The symposium reported in this volume (and aided by the Ciba Foundation) is~ll that such a symposium should be. The subject, of interest alike to biochemists (whether "clinical" or " pure "), physiologists and clinicians, is in a phase of rapid development and growing importance, and is not adequately covered in any text-book; the ten participants who contribute the main papers are all acknowledged experts; the other participants who take part in the very free and fully reported discussions both general at the end of each of the two days work and of particular papers are also by masters in the field ; and not only is the coverage reasonably complete, but papers and discussion contributions are all beautifully clear, readable and very much "to the point."
The primary emphasis is on methods (a subject of fundamental concern to the clinical chemist), their principles, procedures and interpretation. The discussions serve to clarify some points and to indicate where and why acceptance of existing methods needs caution.
Interpretation may, of course, be made in various ways according to the uses to which the data are to be put, and a specially useful part of the report deals with this. Of particular interest to the clinical chemist is the discussion on how he can " put across" to the clinician the meaning of his figures in relation to the two things he wants to know-the state of his patient with respect to acid-base equilibrium, and what he should do about it. In this connection the important point is raised that analysis of blood (or plasma) does not necessarily give all the information needed to assess the condition of the whole man.
There is no need to emphasise, either to clinicians or to clinical chemists the various new developments in medicine, surgery and anaesthesiology in which measurement of blood pH and blood gases, properly interpretated, plays an essential part.
What should be emphasised is that, to the best of the reviewer's knowledge there is nowhere in the literature so good an account of the subject as is given in this book.
C In his Introduction to this new issue of the British Medical Bulletin, Sir Charles Harington indicates how the combination of the new techniques of chromatography and tracer studies with radio-iodine ( 1311) has been especially illuminating in the study of the biochemistry of the thyroid gland. It is indeed doubtful whether the discoveries of tri-iodothyronine and other compounds chemically related to thyroxine could have been made without the aid of these procedures. The value of these developments is made abundantly clear in a review of the biosynthesis of thyroid hormones by R. Pitt-Rivers, who discusses the trapping of iodine, organic binding, glandular synthesis of thyroid hormones and their secretion.
The use of 131 1 in the diagnosis of thyroid disorders is described by A. W. G. Gooden, who, in an excellent survey, summarises the various uptake tests, urinary excretion and organic iodide tests, the use of drugs and hormones in conjunction with these radioiodine tests, and their usefulness in different thyroid states. He also points out the advantages of using 132 1 which, having a halflife of only 2.3 hours, can be used in pregnancy and childhood, where the use of 131 1 is contraindicated.
J. R. Tata contributes a paper on the transport of thyroid hormones, in which he shows how 131I-labelled thyroxine is bound to serum protein fractions separable by paper, agar gel, cellulose, or starch gel electrophoresis. He discusses progress towards the separation of thyroxine-binding protein and its properties in so far as they can be determined in the absence of its isolation in a pure state. Consideration is also given to the physiological significance of hormonal transport.
